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for it, because it is like an inverted city,
plunging downward from the plain
into a deep ravine. Your first sight of

the jumble of cliff dwellings
will make you gasp in awe.

Navigating Matera

Matera is one of Italy’s most
architecturally complex
cities. While it doesn’t
embody the splashy
splendor of Renaissance
Florence or the austere
Middle Ages like Siena,

these periods, and every
epoch before and after, are incised in
the tufa and seen in the sinewy
passageways nonetheless.

continued on page 2

ne doesn’t just happen upon
Matera. Basilicata’s most famous
city is isolated among billowing

wheat fields where the
scrub-dotted hills of
Basilicata give way to the
stark limestone plateau of
Puglia. It isn’t “on the way”
to any destination; you have
to deliberately go there. But
this fascinating place that is
Italy’s most ancient city is
well worth the trip.

The town center and its 
main attraction, called the
Sassi, aren’t visible until you arrive in
their midst. The Sassi district —
meaning “stones” — is the ancient core
of Matera, and you have to go looking
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Ruins on Via Sepolcri

celebrating 15 years of  great travel advice

ast year at New York’s
Metropolitan Museum of Art,
visitors were shocked to

encounter a marble sculpture of a
satyr and Hermaphrodite, their limbs
entangled in a beautiful, sexual and
violent scene. It was one among
several sculptures that would have
surrounded the swimming pool at
Villa Oplontis, a seaside Roman villa
on the Bay of Naples so opulent it
would have made the Versace

mansion look humble.

In August, dozens of other marble
sculptures of Roman gods, fragments
of wall paintings, jewelry and coins
all excavated at Villa Oplontis
finished touring the United States
and returned to Italy for good. The
exhibitions were only possible
because of the extraordinary work by
a team of American archaeologists
from the University of Texas, Austin. 

In collaboration with the Italian
government and with support from
grants including several from the
National Endowment for the
Humanities (NEH), their 11 seasons
of excavations have opened entirely
new avenues for understanding life
in ancient Rome. Named “The
Oplontis Project”, the initial work in
2006 sought to continue excavating
and studying a seaside resort that
was buried in the same Vesuvian

L

Villa Oplontis: 
SHEDDING LIGHT
onANCIENT ROME



Matera has four districts. The Sassi, the
soul of Matera, is the ancient and
unique city occupying the gravina

gorge; it is built onto, into and out of
the tufa rock in an incredibly complex
design. The cliff is pocked by natural
caves that were used as dwellings in
the Bronze Age, and have been
inhabited ever since, making Matera
the oldest continuously-inhabited city
in Europe. 

There are two sections: the Sasso

Caveoso is the less-developed part,
curving and conforming to the shape
of the cliff; Sasso Barisano is the area
that grew and developed as the city
blossomed, where thousands of homes
were constructed and excavated to
become a truly intricate city. 

The second district is Civita, the highest
point and a level area where the
cathedral, civic buildings, and noble
palaces were built. It had once been
protected by walls.
The Centro, known
also the Piano, is the
pulsing heart of the
city, an area added as
the population
increased in the 1700s;
with wider spaces,
piazzas, and palaces, it
wraps around the
edge of Sassi and Civita. And finally,
New Town, the vast sprawl built in the
post-war era when the Sassi were
declared unfit for habitation and the
population forcibly moved to newer
and “better” homes.

Matera’ s Sassi

The identity of Matera is its unusual
“cave city” — the Sassi. The slick
limestone streets are worn smooth
from millennia of wear, winding ever-
downward toward the ravine below
the escarpment that the Sassi occupy.
You’ll quickly see that
there is much more to
the Sassi than “just
caves”.

Matera is a magical
other world of mystical
allure, its overall aura is
one of antiquity. No
wonder it has been
used as a stand-in for the Holy Land in
films, including Mel Gibson’s The

Passion of The Christ and the recent
remake of Ben Hur.

The famed caves of the Sassi were
inhabited in prehistoric times, then for

centuries by Byzantine
and Benedictine monks
who carved out homes
in the tufa rock and
transformed primitive
caves into color-coated
churches, completely
covered in decorative
frescoes. There are more
than 150 rock churches

scattered in caves on both sides of the
ravine. 

People continued to live in the cave-
homes, but Matera as a city was
created on a small piece of level plain
above the steep cliffside caverns,

starting in the 10th century. Fortified
by medieval walls, enriched with
beautiful churches and protected by a
castle, the city of the Middle Ages
prospered. Winemaking was an
important industry, the caves offering
ideal conditions for the fermentation
and storage. 

Later, as the
population grew
they burst out of
the walls, further
and further down
the cliff, creating
unique dwelling
spaces by building
solid-block houses

right onto the precipice, using the
edifice below as a foundation for one
above. There are hidden courtyards,
and pedestrian streets that pass over
rooftops with chimneys sticking right
through. 

The Sassi expanded until it practically
filled the cliff wall with tufa-stone
homes, unfurling along it and tucking
into the folds of the steep terrain, some
of the homes quite lavish. A
complicated system of canals and
cisterns was developed to provide
water to the Sassi. Agriculture was
practiced on the plains, the farmers
returning to their Sassi homes at night. 

But tastes changed and the middle
class started moving out of the Sassi,
favoring the newer, more spacious
housing on the Piano above. Like
typical inner-city flight, they left
behind a once-beautiful core and the
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Matera continued from page 1

Matera is the European     

Matera house

The identity of Matera is its unusual “cave city” — the

Sassi. The slick limestone streets are worn smooth from

millennia of wear, winding ever downward toward the

ravine below the escarpment that the Sassi occupy.
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poor who couldn’t afford to live
anywhere else, many of whom took up
residence in the caves that had
previously been used for wine-making
or storage. 

Wars, economic decline,
and political neglect had
caused the Sassi to be
reduced to such squalor
that it was declared the
“shame of Italy” after
Carlo Levi’s famous
book, Christ Stopped at

Eboli, drew national
attention to the decay.
The Sassi were forcibly emptied and
the occupants relocated to modern
concrete dwellings elsewhere. 

Fortunately, the history and timeless
beauty of the Sassi was declared a
UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1993,
bringing in money to rehabilitate the
zone and repopulate it with proud
Materani. Today’s Matera is a far cry
from the city of squalor documented
by Levi; like a desert flower, it has
bloomed among the thorns of its
hardscrabble history and will be the
Capital of European Culture in 2019,
beating out cities like Siena and
Ravenna for the honor.

Sassi In-Depth

The best way to see Sassi is by
walking. But you can get an over-
view, and a break for your legs, with
the cute Ape Tours, then set off and
get yourself lost in the labyrinth of
lanes. This lets you see how many
buildings are free-standing, built out
from the cliff, layer upon layer, and
feel the ancient aura of the place. You’ll
appreciate the complexity of the urban
plan. A guided walking tour also
opens up the history and hidden
corners to help make the most of your
visit.

Casa Grotta gives you a glimpse of
what life was like in a cave dwelling,
furnished as a one-room home. (Vico
Solitario; www.casagrotta.it; admission
is 3€) A few steps away is the
monumental cave complex, the

Convicinio di Sant’Antonio, its series of
chambers are traversed by plank
walkways. You’ll see the ancient cave
chapels, crypts and cantinas that were
hewn into the hillside. Stone wine
pressing tubs with spouts and the
ramps used to roll the barrels to their
aging cave demonstrate how many of
these cavities had been utilized and re-
adapted through the years. (Via
Casalnuovo; 39-389-4448799; admission
is 5€)

Piazza San Pietro Caveoso is a dramatic
corner on the edge of the Sassi, with
three churches within a few feet of
each other. The Church of San Pietro

grips the lip of the cliff, while the Santa

Maria de Idris, built in the 13th century,
is excavated into the rocky spire that
looms above, with the fresco-festooned
crypt of San Giovanni below it, both
marvels of ingenuity and mystical
beauty. (Admission is 3€ and includes
all three churches.)

Sassi in Miniature (Via Fiorentini) might
sound like a kitschy shop but instead is
an incredible labor of love with the
entire Sassi carved by hand in minute
detail. It’s a spectacular work of art, as
are the handmade items they create
and sell. Further up Via Fiorentini is
Ristorante Nadi’ (see The Details) a

great choice for a taste of Matera, one
of the first restaurants to open in the
Sassi following its reawakening.

Matera’ s Center

Start your visit to the
Centro or Piano in Piazza

Vittorio Veneto, the city’s
lively heart where Materani
meet up. The evening
passeggiata radiates off from
here along the shopping
streets — the tree-lined Via

XX Settembre and Via del

Corso.

Beyond the splashy circular fountain
lies the Belvedere with your first
glimpse of the Sassi; hidden behind the
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   Captial of Culture for 2019.

Sassi in Miniature Church of San Pietro
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On the street behind the piazza, Via

Ascanio Persio, you’ll find the colorful
fresh market. Take a stroll through to
see a vibrant slice of daily life. 

Chiesa del Purgatorio (Via Ridola), is
macabrely adorned with dozens of
skulls and skeletons. The interior is
frosted with neo-baroque adornments.
After a trip to Purgatory, commune
with the angels at I Vizi degli Angeli,

a portion of the city’s ancient wall, it
seems like an underground cathedral
and is worth the 3€ ticket to tour its
chambers.

For refreshment, you can head up to
the rooftop bar, La Terrazza in Palazzo

dell’Annunziata, or the locals miniscule
haunt, Caffe’ Tripoli, which serves the
best coffee drinks in town and some
fantastic gelato, too.

Matera continued from page 3

arcade with three arches is a terrace
overlooking a slice of Sassi Barisano.

The chapel next to the terrazzo bears
symbols of the Templar Knights. 

Beneath the fountain lies an
underworld to be discovered with the
Palombaro Archeological Site, which
includes an ancient cistern that was
only brought to light in 2006. With
soaring columns, vaulted ceilings and

Where to Stay
Residence San Giorgio
Via Fiorentini, 259
(39) 0835 334 
www.sangiorgio.matera.it
Rates: Range from 90 to 170€ per
night with breakfast in suite.

These are carefully restored suites
in the Sassi, each different and 
with outdoor space, in a private 
courtyard. 

Locanda di San Martino and Spa
Via Fiorentini, 71
(39) 0835 256600
www.locandadisanmartino.it
Rates: Range from 80 to 300€ per
night with breakfast and spa use.

This upscale hotel in the Sassi
offers rooms scattered among vari-
ous levels, and includes a spa and
pool in the former cisterns below. 

B&B La Corte dei Pastori
Piazza San Pietro Caveoso
(39) 0835 330580
www.lacortedeipastori.com
Rates: From 60€ per night. 

You can’t beat the views or originali-
ty of this tiny but charming B&B set
right into the rock below the Church
of Santa Maria dell’Idris.

Hotel Palazzo Viceconte
Via San Potito, 7
(39) 0835 330699
www.palazzoviceconte.it
Rates:

These sumptuous rooms and suites
in a former noble palace are perfect
for those who prefer to stay in the
Civita above the Sassi and don’t
want a cave room. 

Where to Eat
La Latteria
Via Duni, 2
(39) 0835 312058

Part deli / part eatery, this little place
serves the best stuff Basilicata
offers — cheese, salami and local
dishes accompanied by good wine.
Reserve a tasting meal and you’ll
swoon with delight. Pick up picnic
goodies here, too. Open for lunch
and dinner.

Ristorante Nadi’
Via Fiorentini, 3
(39) 0835 332892
www.ristorantenadi.com

One of the first restaurants in the
Sassi, there is inside cave seating
and outside patio dining, with a
menu of regional pastas and expert-
ly grilled meats. 

Osteria Malatesta
Via San Biagio, 45
(39) 331 288 7242
www.osteriamalatesta.com

Rustic, funky osteria with great
local, seasonal dishes and a dash
of real Matera camaraderie. Some
tables outside. 

Ristorante alle Fornaci
Piazza Firraio, 7
(39)  0835 335037
www.ristoranteallefornaci.it

A few blocks away from the Sassi,
this is the locals’ choice for seafood. 

I Vizi degli Angeli Gelateria
Via Ridola, 36

Artisanal gelato that is the best in
Matera from fresh ingredients, kept
in steel tubs instead of glass dis-
plays; it’s a Matera thing.

Tours and Tour
Guides
Francesco Foschino
(39) 3475736470
foschino@gmail.com
Rates: 70€ for 2 people; 20€ per
person for group tours

Authorized guide and knowledge-
able Matera native offers cus-
tomized tours in and around Matera.
Personalized private guided visits of
the Sassi.

Ape Nei Sassi 
(39) 0835 1766057 
apeneisassi@gmail.com
Rates: 15€ per person; discounts
with a group of four

Get an overview and a fun one-hour
jaunt through the Sassi in a cute
Ape vehicle. 

Discovery Matera Bike and
Scooter Rentals
Via delle Beccherie, 19
(39) 337 1537847
www.discoverymatera.it
Rates: Bike rental is 5€ hour/25€
per day; Scooter rental: 30€ half-
day; 55€ full-day

Get around town or go beyond the
city to see the landscapes with a
bike or scooter rental. They offer
guided tours and transfers to
Matera, too.

THE DETAILS

Vizi degli Angeli Gelato

b

1€ = $1.19 at press time

The city of Matera is also k     



the best gelateria in Matera, where
you’ll also find a pair of under-visited
museums: 

The Archeological Museum Ridola

displays a few
thousand years of
local history in its
Renaissance-era
edifice, a former
monastery. (Via
Ridola, 24; open daily;
admission is 2.50€) At
the end of the piazza
is Palazzo Lanfranchi,

which is home to the
Museum of Medieval and

Modern Art. For only 2€
you’ll get to contemplate
the artwork of Carlo Levi,
painted during and after
his time in exile in the
nearby town of Aliano. 

The massive canvas,
Lucania ’61, is a composite
of agrarian scenes and
landscapes around the
region. While that alone is a worthy
reason to visit, don’t miss the upper
floor, with a treasure trove of art from
de-consecrated churches. You can also
ask the docent to open the terrace for a
stunning view of the Sassi.

Next to the museum is another terrace
overlooking the Sassi, usually crowded
with selfie-snapping tourists, but
offering a nice view in case you didn’t
make it out onto the museum’s terrace.

Civita

The Cathedral in Piazza del Duomo has
been unwrapped from its decade-long
restoration and now gleams in the
southern sun. The somewhat spare
facade hides a lavish Baroque interior,
where the city’s most prized
possession is housed — La Bruna. The

Madonna della Bruna is Matera’s patron
saint; her statue is taken in a solemn
procession every July 2, which then
turns into a riotous free-for-all as the
Materani wreak carnage on the

carriage to snag a
piece of good fortune
from the decorations. 

Piazza del Sedile was
home to the old city’s
municipal
government but it
now rings with the
practiced melodies of

the music conservatory.
You’ll be sweetly serenaded
as you enjoy a cappuccino
or glass of vino in the piazza.

This is the “breakwater” of
the two Sassi — the low
arch at the open end leads
to Sasso Barisano, while the
archway next to the 
palazzo opens to Sasso
Caveoso. Scramble up 
and down both of 
them to really experience

the hidden beauty of Matera’s Sassi.

Piazza San Francesco is
flanked by some nice
artisan shops and
boutiques, while you’ll
likely see a crowd in
front of the Puglian
baroque style church,
which is the city’s most
popular for weddings. 

Via delle Becchiere leads from the Piazza

Veneto and skirts the edge of the Sassi
to Piazza del Sedile and the cathedral
beyond. Note that the palazzi block out
the Sassi, a deliberate measure by those
who had literally “moved up” to the
plain and turned their backs on the
jumbled city below.
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Just Outside Matera

These worthy detours are found off the
SS 7 road (Via Appia) just outside town.

Parco Palomba Sculpture Park is a
beautiful juxtaposition of art backed by
the massive wall of a former stone
quarry. Artist Antonio Paradiso’s

recurring theme is the dove, so it’s
fitting that this park dedicated to peace
holds two beautiful and haunting
sculptures created from twisted steel
that came from Ground Zero in New
York. Free admission though donation
suggested. 

The most breathtaking view over the
Sassi in all their splendor is found at
the Murgia Belvedere, where you can
more clearly see the difference between
the Caveoso and Barisano sections, and
track the progression of the city’s
development as your eye travels from
left to right. Best in the morning when
the sun is behind you.

Schedule a visit to the fascinating rock
church, the Crypt of Original Sin, with
frescoes so impressive it’s called the

Sistine Chapel of
Basilicata. Created
in the 9th century
by an artist known
only as “the
flower painter of
Matera,” they are
truly impressive.
(39-320-3345323;

www.criptadelpeccatooriginale.it;
must reserve ahead and admission is
10€)

—Valerie Fortney-Schneider

Valerie Fortney-Schneider is a writer and 

genealogy researcher who lives in her ancestral 

region of Basilicata with her American husband 

and Italian kitty. Find her

at www.mybellabasilicata.com

Crypt of Original Sin

Cathedral

Sunset Materano Alta
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Villa Oplontis continued from page 1

eruption that destroyed Pompeii. It has
since expanded to shed light on nearly
every aspect of Roman life.

Scientists have studied immolated
pomegranates, curiously wrapped in
straw, and learned that they were used
as dyes. Archaeobotanists are studying
the extensive gardens that were
planted there and are now dotted with
wild poppies and feral olive trees.
Marine biologists are investigating the
aquaculture nearby the villa with the
suspicion that it may
have been used as a
fish farm. Art
historians are
identifying the hand
of the fresco painter
who specialized in
painting transparent
glass bowls and
whose work also
appears at the ruined villa and nearby
Boscotrecase. 

Tourist-FreeTripBack inTime
While Pompeii is rightfully one of
Italy’s most popular destinations for
tourists, a trip to Villa Oplontis is a
microcosm of the ancient city in one
easily walkable site that can be fully
enjoyed in a three-hour visit. It is also
often completely empty of tourists. 

Take the Circuvesuviana train from
Naples and exit at Torre Annunziata,

right between Pompeii and
Herculaneum, where shabby apartment
buildings often block the sublime view
of the Bay of Naples. Abundant signs
point visitors to “Scavi di Oplonti.”

The DocSicili-Oplontis sandwich shop
and coffee bar just outside the train
station acts as the unofficial visitor
center. Framed photos of the American
archaeologists adorn the walls next to
bags of Pasta Setaro made in a nearby

factory. The owners Antonio and Grazia

take great pride in taking care of their
American friends and preparing
celebratory dinners for them in their
dining room behind the sandwich
counter. 

Scholars call
the site simply
“Villa A”,
while locals
affectionally
call the site

“Villa Poppea”,
a reference to
Emperor Nero’s second wife, famous
for bisexual orgies and milk baths,
whose name is inscribed on a vase
found there. Though there is no other
evidence that she at any time owned
the villa, the myth persists and a local
theater company recently performed a
play about Nero and Poppea Sabina,

staged among the ruins at night.

When Vesuvius erupted on August 24,
79 A.D., the Bay of Naples was like the
town of Malibu in California, with the
senatorial classes illegally claiming the
coast as their own, even pushing out
local fishermen to feed their voracious
appetites for the freshest seafood.
Wealthy Romans had begun buying
country houses in Campania during
the late Roman Republic when it
became a virtue to return to the earth,
grow your own food and live a
healthful, rustic life, at least during
vacations away from the capital. 

Leisure As An Art Form
The culture of Naples was distinctly
Greek, which meant that leisure was
an art form. Conservative, business-
minded Romans went to Greek

Campania seeking pleasure.
By the Augustan period,
lavish villas dotted the coast
from Pozzuoli to Pompeii.

Villa Oplontis most certainly
belonged to someone of the
senatorial class and was a
place where Romans, away
from disapproving eyes,
could act as lavish and
gauche as they pleased. Even
in the ruins today, it’s not
hard to imagine outrageous
parties that must have been
held there. Routes through
the villa for servants were
designated by zebra striped
wall paintings that look like

they were designed by Dolce & Gabbana. 

An infinity pool, which had a 40 foot
cascading drop into the sea, would
have been lined with fish tanks so that
guests could choose their victim for
dinner. Over 60 different rooms are
painted with frescoes of flowers, cakes,
peacocks and monkey skeletons and
were decorated with Roman copies of
Greek sculptures like the satyr and
Hermaphrodite.

The site was first discovered in the
16th century, but not excavated until
the 18th century, when it fell under the
auspices of the Bourbon Kings of
Naples who unearthed Pompeii. Work
resumed between the 1960s and 80s
but was abandoned once again. In
2005, work was reignited by The
Oplontis Project, led by John R. Clarke
and Michael L. Thomas of the
University of Texas at Austin and in
collaboration with the Soprintendenza

Italy is home to the largest number     

Transparent bowl holding fruit

Former swimming pool

Poppies in ruins
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Finally, during the 2017 season,
bioarchaeologists launched the first
large-scale investigation of the
remains, a treasure trove of
information as the victims were killed
suddenly, ostensibly in good
health, and include a range
of ages.

Dr. Kristina Kilgrove and
her graduate student
Andrea Acosta “pored over
the skeletons to figure out
demographic information
like age-at-death, sex, and
stature, as well as any
evidence of trauma or
disease. With Roman
archaeology colleagues, we
also excavated the
remaining skeletons from
the room and studied
those.”

The Future
The work continues back at
the University of West
Florida. “We also brought
back samples from the
skeletons — a tooth and a
piece of rib from each — to

do isotope and DNA
analysis in the future.
Next summer, if we get
the funding to return,
we will work on
cleaning the skeletons
fully and rearticulating
them. That is, dozens of
people in one small
room mean their bones,
after death and/or
during excavation, got
somewhat mixed up.
We hope to return in
order to reconstruct
individual bodies.
Looking at entire
bodies (rather than just,

say, the skull) helps us understand
their lifestyles and the diseases they
may have had.”

Much of The Oplontis Project has been
supported by NEH
grants. If the Trump
Administration’s
proposed elimination of
the NEH is approved,
future funding for the
project may be stalled.
Fortunately, the Italian
government has recently
announced their intention
to expand their work on
the project, including
digging near a military
base that has likely been
obscuring even more,
totally unexplored ruins. 

—Danielle Oteri

Danielle Oteri is a writer and

founder of Feast On History Tours

in Southern Italy and Arthur

Avenue Food Tours in New

York. For more, visit

www.feastonhistory.com

Speciale per i Beni

Archeologici di Napoli e

Pompei. 

The house was probably
built around 50 B.C.E.
When Vesuvius erupted
and destroyed the Roman
gold coast, the house was
either under renovation
or between owners, as
there were no bodies
found inside and there
were few furnishings or
objects of daily life. 

In 1974, construction
workers attempting to
pour concrete pylons for a middle
school inadvertently discovered a
second structure adjacent to the villa. It
was not excavated until the 1980s,
when it was then understood to be a
massive distribution center. The
Oplontis Project has refocused its
efforts on Villa B, also called Villa

Lucius Crassus Tertius for the name
inscribed on a signet ring found there. 

As was common for these seaside
resorts, there was often a business that
helped to justify the existence of such a
pleasure palace. Lucius may have been
a freed slave who ran a giant wine
import/export business on behalf of
his former master.

Human Remains
The remains of 54 people were found
in Villa B, huddled together, many
with jewelry and coins in their hands,
likely waiting to be rescued by the
Roman Navy. Just this summer,
biological anthropologists were able to
examine the bodies, which included
men, women, children (many of whom
seem to be related to each other) as
well as two pregnant women with the
tiny fetal bones still intact. 

       of UNESCO World Heritage Sites.

Supports built by archaeological team Atrium within house

Cakes appear in several frescoes Room with peacock fresco

The Details
Villa Oplontis
Via Sepolcri

Torre Annunziata 
(39) 081 8575347

www.pompeiisites.org
www.oplontisproject.org

Admission: 5.50€

Open daily with last entry at 6
p.m. in summer and 4:30 p.m.
in fall and winter. 

Take the Circumvesuviana
from Napoli Centrale to Torre
Annunziata. As you descend
the train platform you’ll see the
DocSicili-Oplontis Paninoteca
at 26 Via Sepolcri. Stop there
for directions, to buy a guide
book (unavailable at the actual
archaeological site) or to enjoy
an inexpensive lunch prepared
for you with love by Antonio
and Grazia.



n Ravello, a place
already famous
for its views, a

new vantage point is
drawing a lot of attention
— and for very good
reason. Visitors to
mountaintop Ravello will
know the beautiful Villa

Rufolo gardens and the iconic
panorama overlooking the Amalfi
Coast. After a lengthy renovation, the
Villa Rufolo’s tallest tower, the Torre

Maggiore, has been transformed into a
new museum. 

Constructed in the late 13th century
along with the majority of the villa, the
Torre Maggiore soars almost 100 feet
above the gardens. This makes it the
highest viewpoint in the historic center
of Ravello, but one that has only ever
been enjoyed by a select few. That is,
until earlier this year when the tower
was reopened to the public as the
Torre-Museo. 

However, a visit to the Torre-
Museo is about much more
than the incredible view
from the top. Rather than
simply a means to an end,
the climb to the observation
platform has been envisioned
as a journey through time
and space. Climbing from
one level to the next takes visitors back
in time and highlights the history of
the Villa Rufolo in a way that is often
missed on a simple stroll through the
gardens. 

Although the tower is 1,000 years old,
the museum uses lights, sound and
special effects to create a multi-
sensorial and utterly modern
experience. Since the Medieval tower
has very few windows, the dark
setting has been enhanced with the

creative use of video projections and
unique light displays. 

Stepping into the first dark level of the
tower, the story begins with a virtual
greeting from Sigilgaida Rufolo, a
noblewoman of the
wealthy Rufolo family
who created the
grandiose estate in the
1200s. 

Climbing up to the
next level, visitors
come face to face with
Sir Francis Nevile Reid,
the Scottish nobleman
who bought the villa in
complete ruins in the
mid-19th century and spent his life
restoring the property. A short film
shows Reid recounting his great love
of Ravello and the Villa Rufolo, which
was preserved in large part thanks to
his investment of time and care. 
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2,500 people live in Ravello.

New Torre-Museo in Ravello
He also shares about
the now famous visit
from Richard Wagner
in 1880 and how the
great composer found
inspiration for the
magical gardens of
Klingsor in his opera
Parsifal among the

exotic flowers and romantic terraces of
the Villa Rufolo.

Continuing the climb to the top of the
tower reveals uncovered treasures
around each twist and turn in the
modern glass staircase. Ancient coins,
ceramics, and marble statues that were
all found at the Villa Rufolo are
featured along the way. The staircase
itself is an elaborate work of art, its
zigzagging design reminiscent of an
M.C. Escher design. 

Finally, a ray of light comes
into view and the steps open
to a glass-enclosed viewing
platform. Take in a 360-
degree view overlooking the
Villa Rufolo and Ravello
with views along the
coastline and across the Bay
of Salerno. 

It’s a remarkable experience
to take in the vista in the
same spot where the Rufolo
family once surveyed their
vast property and where Sir
Francis Nevile Reid once
gazed upon the ruins of the
property he worked so
painstakingly to restore. 

After visiting the Torre-Museo, time
spent meandering through the gardens
takes on a deeper meaning — seeing it
as a home, an architectural jewel, and a
dream to preserve.

—Laura Thayer
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The Details
Torre-Museo
Villa Rufolo

Piazza Duomo
Ravello

(39) 089 857621
www.villarufolo.com

Admission: 9€ including admis-
sion to villa and guide visit of
Torre-Villa Rufolo also offers
guided tours of the Torre-Museo
daily, but only with advance
booking. 

The Torre-Museo is open daily
from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. From 4:30
to 6 p.m. it is only possible to
enter with a reservation for a
guided visit. 

Although the tower is 1,000 years
old, the museum uses lights,
sound and special effects to 
create a multi-sensorial and
utterly modern experience.


